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1.

Access to ELASTIC

To place an order with Elastic you have to log in in Elastic. Therefore you have to go on following website:

https://sales.odlo.com/
1.1.

Browser and OS Requirements

Browsers:
Elastic is supported by the latest versions of Chrome, Firefox, and Safari.
Check your browser version and download the latest browser version if necessary:

Operating Systems
Mac: OS 10.12 (Sierra) or later
Recommended: OS 10.13 (High Sierra)

Windows: Windows 8 or later
Recommended: Windows 10

Screen Resolution
Minimum screen resolution of 1024x768 and above recommended.

Mobile
iPad 2 or newer with iOS 10 or later / native Safari browser for iOS.

Currently, Elastic support for mobile is limited to iPad only (not Pro, Mini, or iPhone.)
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1.2.

Login

To log in you need personal log-in data consisting of USERNAME and a PASSWORD. If you have already
personal log-in data you can log in immediately.
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Otherwise you have to register as a user at first to generate new personal log-in data. To register as a user
you need your ODLO CUSTOMER NUMBER and an ACCOUNT KEY. If you've been given an access key from
Odlo, follow the steps below to set up your own username and password
From the login page, underneath the login window select the Register link next to “Have an account number and access key?” (red highlighted). This will open a register window where you can enter your account
number and access key.

1.3.

Registration

For registration you need your Odlo customer number and an ACCESS KEY (will be communicated to you
by Odlo).
A registration form will appear that will allow you to create your own username and password.
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Please note:
•
•
•

If you do not see the registration form, that means Elastic does not recognize the Account
Number or Access Key you've entered.
Passwords are case sensitive and must be at least eight characters in length.
The email you enter will be where any password reset requests are sent.

When the form is complete, read and check the privacy policy and then to finish click “Register”.
After registration you will get a confirmation mail and you will be logged in to Elastic automatically.
For the next login you can use your self-created login-data.

1.4.

Forgot username or password?

If you're unsure about your username and/or password and are unable to login, you can use the “Forgot
username or password?” feature to create a new password. From the login page, click the 'Forgot
username or password?' link at the bottom.

The following pop-up window will open.
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You will be prompted to enter the email associated with your elastic account. You will receive and email
from 'Password' helper that will contain your current username and a link to reset your password.
If you enter the correct e-mail address the following pop-up window will open.

Then you will receive an e-mail with following content:

Be sure to check your spam folder if you do not see the password reset email come through within a few
minutes.
You will be prompted with the error “A user was not found for this e-mail address.” if the e-mail entered
cannot be found for a user.
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Once you're logged in, you can change your password by clicking on your name in the top right corner and
opening Account Settings.

Password Tips:
•
•
•

Elastic Support does not know your password and will not ask for your password.
Passwords are case sensitive.
Passwords must be at least eight characters long.

Help! I don't remember my email:
If you cannot remember the email address you used to register for Elastic, please contact your Sales Rep
or the Odlo customer service.
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2.

Dashboard

After log-in you will get to the “Dashboard” of Elastic.

The Dashboard is the first page you will come to after logging in to Elastic. It is the central hub you will
come back to, to access the different features on the site. To begin you can select the 'Get Started' drop
down for a full list of available actions, search for products using the dashboard search, or as you scroll
down you can use the many "widgets" that are integrated into the dashboard. Currently there are 3 widgets: Orders, Order History and Links. These "widgets" allow at a quick glance the most recent information
from the brand, activity on your user account, and shortcuts back into several functions.
You can always return to the dashboard by clicking the Odlo logo top left (if you click the “view all” button
of a “widget” (Orders/Order History/Links) there will be the special button “back to Dashboard”.
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2.1.

Dashboard contents
Dashboard Search (currently not enabled)

The “Dashboard Search” in the top right of the dashboard is a powerful feature that allows you to quickly
search through all available catalogs for items. This is a great way to find what catalog an item is in, check
features, styles, and availability of an item.

Simply search for a name:

And every product that contains your searched name will come up in your results. There is also additional
filters you can sort your products by on the left. You can start an order by adding products to your cart.
You can only create orders from one catalog at a time. You can then proceed to your cart in the bottom
right when done adding products.
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Orders Widget
All of your saved and submitted Orders can be viewed and opened within the Orders Widget. From the
Dashboard, your last orders display within the widget and can be opened in one click.

2.1.2.1.

Create new order

If you click on “New” you can create a new order. (For the description of a complete order process see
chapter 4).

2.1.2.2.

View all (orders)

Click “View All” to be taken to the Orders page. You'll see which catalog was used to place the order, the
total amount of the order, and that state (status) of the order: Draft or Final Submission. You can create
a new order as well.

2.1.2.2.1.

My Orders
In the overview you can see the state of your orders. When your order hasn`t been placed yet the order´s
state is “Draft”. When order has been placed the order´s state changes from “Draft” to “Final Submission”.
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In this screen, you can also Quick Dealer Share, View, Share, and/or Delete your order:
Share with Dealer (only available for reps)

Duplicate and Share (only available for reps)

Download Media

Delete (only draft orders can be deleted)
Order sharing is a great way to collaborate with Reps. It is also a great way for Reps to share suggested
buys with their accounts, and for buyers to adjust orders immediately to fit their specific needs for a given
buying season. There are a couple ways to share orders within Elastic: you can share orders with individual
users, or with all of your dealers at once.

Share with Dealer
With this feature, reps can share with all dealers with one mouse click.
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After clicking this button, the order will be shared with all dealer users registered to the dealer's account
number. Once the order is shared, you will see the order move to the top of the orders list with the
linklogo next to it. The person (and if more than one registered against that account number) you shared
the order with will receive an email confirmation.

Individual Share
Sales Reps can access the Share Icon from the Order Widget. The icon will appear to the right of all orders
that are eligible for sharing.

Sales Reps can also access sharing from within an order by clicking on the Menu button and selecting
“Share”.

Note: Once an order has entered final submission, you will not be able to share it.
Select who you want to share with.
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A modal of which users you want to share with will appear. You can select the Elastic user (or users) you'd
like to share with by selecting the checkbox next to their name. Sharing with multiple users is a great way
to share a suggested buy with all of your accounts, or share an order with your store's team.

Once the order has been shared, the dealer share function can not be used for this order anymore (symbol
will turn into light grey).
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After you have selected the dealers/users you want to share the order with, click "Continue".
A notification will appear in the top right letting you know the order has been shared. Orders that are in
a shared state will appear with a “Link” Icon in front of them in your orders list.

Customers to whom the order was shared to will receive an e-mail:

To place the order for another customer, the rep can open the order in name of another customer and
complete it.
Click on the following symbol:
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This will open a window for selecting the customer to place the order for. Select customer and click
“Open”.

You will get to the “Build Order” screen (Standard Order Screen).
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You can add or delete styles (maybe sharing the order again) and complete the order.

Download Media Assets from order (currently not enabled)
It allows the user to find all relevant asset data from a given order and package them into a zip file, which
will then be download to the user's computer. This relevant data includes: all product images, catalog
assets, relevant category assets, product videos, and technology assets.
To Create a Media Pack:
Click “View All” in the Order Widget
Select order you want to extract all media assets included in the order for and click the “Media Pack” icon
on the order info bar (

):
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A box will appear and you can select the different media types you want to download. Not every media
type is available for each item. Once selected click the 'Okay' button.

This will start the media download look for a save dialogue box or download progress on your browser. It
will be in a .zip format.
**NOTE** Only styles included in your order will be included in the media pack. If you want the entire
catalog you will need to add all items to your order.

Delete an Order
To delete an order, click the “View All” button in the orders widget. This will open up a detailed list of all
of the orders you've submitted.
To delete an order from the list, just click on the "Trash" button on the far right. You'll be asked for confirmation before your order is deleted.
Submitted orders cannot be deleted on the B2B site any more. To cancel an order after it has been submitted on the B2B site, contact your Rep or the Odlo customer service.

2.1.2.2.2.

Processed Orders
In the Processed Orders tab of the orders widget, you can search for the Odlo ERP order number.
The user is not only able to check orders created in the Elastic platform, he can also see additional information about the order status for orders placed outside Elastic.
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2.1.2.2.3.

Invoices (under revision)
In the Invoices tab of the orders widget, you will see the ability to search by Invoice number.

2.1.2.2.4.

Tracking Numbers
In the Tracking Numbers tab of the orders widget, you can find the Tracking Numbers of your orders.
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2.1.2.2.5.

Open From Desktop
Opening .ELS File
From the Dashboard select “View All” from the “Orders Widget”.
Select the “Open From Desktop” tab.

Select the “Browse” button that appears and select an .ELS file from where it is stored.

The Elastic software will process the file and then open in a new order.
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Additional Notes
If order is shared with another user they must have the product and catalog permissions to open the order
the order was created in.
Retains style, quantities, and whiteboard from order saved.
If selected quantities are no longer valid, following window will be displayed.

Order History
Order History offers many different functionalities which allow you to see all order activity. In this screen,
you can view ALL activity pertaining to a particular order (whether it be active or within the past 6 months
for example): from ship-to locations, PO numbers, amounts, or units on a specific order.
From the Order History Widget on the Dashboard, select “View All” or from the “Get Started” dropdown
select “Order History”.
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This will bring you into the Order History page. From here, click into an order using the “Orders” button
on the far right of the row:

This will give you all order history.
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If you click “Details”, you will see all products on that order:

Export CSV
You have the option to export a CSV file from any detail page. (*Note: the CSV will only contain the information on that given page).
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Custom Filters
Use your custom filters to find the orders you're looking for: set desired start ship date parameters, search
by product name, or a specific PO number.
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Views
By default, the order history for your customer number is displayed. To get to the product details of an
order, you have to select the "Details" button of the desired order.
For Sales Reps the default page view will be “Accounts” (button in top right.) Select the “Orders” button
to view the queried list by order numbers.
Select the “Up” button at any time to revert back to the step you were previously:

Select “Edit Columns” to add more column data you'd like to see in your list:

This will open “Edit Columns” menu.
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Tip - Select the lines/rows and then “Create a New Order” using those product numbers selected:
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Dashboard Links

The dashboard can be designed with Odlo specific images, which can be linked to certain web contents
according to the motif. The images on the dashboard may change from time to time, as may the linking
of the images. As a rule, this is intended to draw attention to new products and their technologies or, if
applicable, to sales promotions.
In addition to the linked images, the dashboard also contains the Links widget, which may contain further
links to web content. Currently you can find links to the size tables for men and women.
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3.
3.1.

Menu
Dashboard Menu

I want to…
3.1.1.1.
View a Catalog (currently not enabled)
The “View a Catalog Screen” can be accessed can be accessed by clicking on “View a Catalog” in the dashboard menu.
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From the dashboard you can also select a specific catalog from the “View a Catalog” widget (if available).
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Two of the main uses of the function “View a Catalog” are to quickly look up items information and to
check stock availability without having to create an order. Please note: when browsing through a catalog
you cannot add any styles to cart.
When you first enter the screen you will be in a 3-up view this can be changed using the different view
buttons in the bottom left, highlighted in green.

There are a couple of different ways you can filter your results on this page. The first is using the categories, highlighted in blue, these categories can be used to get to a certain category in a quick way. The
second way to filter your results is to select the filter button in the bottom left (highlighted in red), this
will bring up a comprehensive filter panel.

3.1.1.1.1.

Filter Panel

After selecting the filter button you will see the filter panel, this panel allows you to filter your catalog so
that you can easily find what you are looking for. The panel includes a search which can be used to search
any information of a product this includes UPC, name, color, etc. Below you will see several different
category features,. These can also have drop down with sub categories and check boxes so you can filter
by several different tags at once.
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The rating filter allows for items you have rated to show, ratings are set in an items 1-up overview and are
user specific.
Ratings are used for highlighting products that you like and want to earmark for future reference, usually
for ordering purposes. Ratings have been built into the Filters function, so you can easily find your favorite
products.
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The “Has Notes” checkbox will filter your results to show items that you have made notes on in the items
1-up overview and are user specific.

Here is where you'll see any dealer or rep notes that have been made to a product (e.g. "great for running").

This also houses any catalog revisions that have been made to the catalog post-printing, as to give the users the most up-to-date product information possible.
The “Available” calendar selection box allows you to filter your results to only show items that will be
available on a specific date.
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The “Custom Catalog” filter allows you to filter your results by any custom catalog you have created (currently not enabled).

3.1.1.1.2.

View Page Types

In the bottom left corner of the View catalog screen, you'll notice a group of four buttons that give you
options to display the catalog in different ways.
3up
The “3up” view is the default option. This view balances having larger images and having more styles on
a page.
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8up
The “8up” option is great for seeing a number of styles at the same time to compare or to skim the catalog
quickly.

Rows
The “Rows” view allows you to see more product details and individual colors for each style. Notice the
color names and codes appear underneath each product, which allows for easy image selection in this
view.
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1Up
The “1Up” view gives you the most information about a given item. To get to the 1Up view, you can use
the bottom navigation button or click on any style name in any other view.
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In the tab “Overview” you'll see a detailed overview of all the product features.
The Technology tab (may read ‘Details’ for some brands,) contains product attributes, which will often
have technology information.
In the availability tab you will find current and future availability for the item on-screen.
Hold cursor over product image to get an even more detailed view of the selected style. This is an especially beneficial feature.
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The “Catalog Product Slider” feature moves the thumbnails of products to the left and right. When you
hover over the thumbnails of the images, the images will scroll left, right, or stop, depending on where
you are on the page. Selecting a thumbnail will display the product in the large view within View; the color
shown as the large image will be determined by the color-way sort. You can also click the ‘hide product
slider’ icon to remove the slider from view.

3.1.1.2.

Make a Custom Catalog (currently not enabled)

A Custom Catalog is a user-created workbook that can be exported to a PDF and shared with anyone. This
is a great way to create a collection of 'must haves' specific to a certain season, region, or a key account.
Many reps use a custom catalog as a foundation to create orders for all of their accounts. Think of it as
your own personal, carefully curated, workbook that is relevant to you and your buyers.
To create a Custom Catalog, go to “Make a Custom Catalog” in the Dashboard.

This brings you to a page where you can create a new custom catalog:

You can give your custom catalog a name (this will make it easier to find later). A custom catalog is your
own workbook of selected styles and colors from a base catalog. Select the base catalog you would like to
work in and click 'Create'. This will open up the Custom Catalog Builder and you can start building your
assortment.
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Holding the cursor above the style image in the catalog window will show you current availability of the
style.
Adding Styles
To add individual styles: Click on a style, or drag and drop it into the Assortment area in the top part of
the page.

To add individual colors: Click on the style name to view the colors individually. Click on the colors you
want to add to your custom catalog.
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To add all colors: Click on the style name to view the colors individually. Click on the "Add All".

To add all styles (results of your search): Click on the "Add Results To Custom Catalog" button in the top
right corner of the catalog window.
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A window will then appear asking you to confirm:

You can save your Custom Catalog, create a new Custom Catalog, and print your Custom Catalog, (and
much more) from the menu in the top-right corner of the Custom Catalog Builder:
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Arranging Styles
The Custom Catalog will print in the order that you arrange it.
To move a style or an asset: Click, drag, and drop it to the desired location.
To move a group of styles or assets: Hold the SHIFT/CTRL key while clicking to select multiple items. Click,
drag, and drop them to the desired location.

3.1.1.2.1.

To Print your Custom Catalog:

When your Custom Catalog is ready, it can be printed to PDF format. You can always go back into the
Custom Catalog Builder to edit your custom catalog even after you've printed it to PDF format. All PDFs
generated in Elastic can be downloaded and shared via the “Print Jobs” widget.
Click on the menu in the top-right corner of the custom catalog builder, and select “Print”.
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Reps can select a certain customer (this will determine the currency code/ pricing of the printed PDF.) he
wants to print the custom catalog for.
Select prices you want to display (Wholesale/ Retail/ Both/ None) and other settings (see illustration below).
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Click “Print” when ready.
A confirmation will appear that says your “Print Job is in the queue:
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You will also receive an e-mail confirmation as soon as your print job is finished and available in the "Print
jobs":

To access your PDF print job, select menu and then “Print Jobs”. You will exit the custom catalog builder
and enter the Print Jobs widget.

Your custom catalog PDF will be under the “Custom Catalogs” tab. Click on the grey arrow button to the
right and your custom catalog will begin downloading.

3.1.1.2.2.

Share a custom catalog

To share your Custom Catalog:
Often your printed PDF will be several MB in size (this is especially true with large catalogs / using many
marketing assets,) and will be too large to attach to an email.
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You can share your PDF without downloading or attaching it. To do this, go to the print jobs view and
select the link button next to the completed catalog PDF you would like to share. This instantly creates a
shareable download link that you can copy.

Copy the link (ctrl+c or cmd+c) and paste (ctrl+v or cmd+v) into an email, text message, or chat client. The
recipient can just click the link and download your custom catalog PDF.
Click the garbage can symbol to delete a completed PDF print job. The PDF will not be recoverable, so
please proceed with caution! However, you can always export another PDF if you can access your saved
document.

Share a Custom Catalog as a Rep
To Share a Custom Catalog with your Dealers, open the custom catalog you'd like to share. Click the Menu
drop-down in the top right corner of the screen:
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Or you can directly go to your custom catalogs from the dashboard menu by clicking “show me my custom
catalogs” and then clicking on the share icon after customer catalog view has opened.
The “Share with Users” box will open, with a list of all users assigned to your username. Select who you'd
like the share the catalog with and click “Save”:

You will receive a confirmation that your catalog has been shared.
And the link-logo

will appear next to the catalog in the “Custom Catalog” view:
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3.1.1.3.

Create a Whiteboard

A Whiteboard is a visual representation of a product assortment. The whiteboard tool is used for visual
merchandising, simple store layout planning, and presentation purposes. This is an optional feature within
an order that will allow you to take an assortment from your cart and lay it out as desired.
If you start from dashboard to create a Whiteboard the following window will pop up:

To start creating a Whiteboard, you must first create an order, add styles / colors to that order, and then
open the Whiteboard feature by clicking on the Whiteboard button in the order builder (Standard Order).

When you are creating a Quick Order you have to go in the Menu to open the Whiteboard feature.
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Click on a style to add, drag and drop it to the Whiteboard or click the “Copy Cart” button to add styles in
your cart to your Whiteboard.

You can click on the “Cart” toggle button to go back to the cart and add more styles / colors.
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3.1.1.3.1.

Keyboard Shortcuts Within Whiteboard

Copy & Paste
With one or more whiteboard items selected, you can easily copy and paste them to a new whiteboard
page or elsewhere on the page. COMMAND⌘ + C (CRTL+C in Windows) will copy your whiteboard items.
COMMAND ⌘ + V (CRTL+V) will paste them near to the area where they were copied.

Delete
With one or more whiteboard items selected, hitting the DELETE key on your keyboard will remove the
selected items from the whiteboard.
Shift Select
You can select groups of items in your whiteboard by clicking on the items you want to select while holding
the SHIFT or CRTL button.

3.1.1.3.2.

Whiteboard Pages

Depending on the number of styles in your merchandising arrangement, your whiteboard may need to be
broken out into multiple pages. To do this, follow the steps below:
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3.1.1.3.3.

Whiteboard Layout Guides

Whiteboard Guides are mini-templates within the whiteboard builder that you can add products to. These
can be helpful especially when presenting Whiteboards to clients, as they ensure your whiteboard will
look it's best!
Guides are available by selecting the gray vertical bar on the left side of the page:
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There are FIVE types of Guides: Four-Way Cascade, Cascade, Hero Grid, Four-Way Grid, and Grid.
Four-Way Cascade
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Cascade

Hero Grid
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Four-Way Grid

Grid
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3.1.1.3.4.

Zoom Feature
Sometimes you may want to look at your entire whiteboard to view everything at once or to work with a
large group of product images. At the very bottom of the whiteboard inspector, there is a slider that will
allow you to zoom the whiteboard in or out while keeping your interface the same size.
Zoom In – Focus on a specific area of the whiteboard page by moving the zoom slider to the right:

Zoom Out – See a larger area of the Whiteboard page by moving the zoom slider to the left:
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3.1.1.3.5.

Exporting your Whiteboard to a PDF

When your whiteboard is complete, you can export your whiteboard to a PDF by selecting the “Export
PDF” button near the bottom of the inspector:

Please keep in mind that your whiteboard pages will print to PDF from left to right. The leftmost page will
print first, and the rightmost page will print last. You can change the order the pages will print in by clicking
on a page tab and dragging and dropping it to the desired position. In this example, the page called "First
Page" will now print before "Page 2":

After you have generated a PDF, you will receive a prompt that your "Print Job has been added to the
queue."

3.1.1.4.

Import a File

Elastic makes it possible to import an order that has been entered via electronic order form or spreadsheet.
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To import the file, you must first “Create a new order”. Select the Catalog that is related to your order
form or spreadsheet. For instance, if your spreadsheet contains FW20 data you should select the FW20
Catalog when creating your order.
Click the Menu button in the top-right corner and choose “Import a File”.

Following window will open. Read the instructions in the Wizard and click “Next”.

Note: there are two ways to import a file: "From File" and "Copy/Paste".
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3.1.1.4.1.

Import from a file

1) Select the import method “From file”.
2) Select the order tab you want to add the products to.
3) Review and update the request date. This may impact the quantity available of the products being
imported or currently on the page.
4) Click “Next”.

1.

2.

3.
4.

On the next screen, you’ll be presented with a number of options for importing your file. Depending on
how your file is formatted, you may select different options to match it, you may also need to scroll down
to see the file sele:
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1.

2.

3.

4.

1) Column Separator - If you are using the “From File” method, you'll want to select COMMA.
2) Columns - Take careful note of where your UPC/EAN/SKU and Quantity columns are in your file.
These are the only columns that will be read by when your file is imported!
3) Headers - Setting this to NO will cause Elastic to import all the lines in your file. If your file has
headers, as it does in the example, set this to YES so Elastic ignores the first line.
4) File - Select the file from your computer. Click in the grey field and your browser will open. Select
your file for import and click “Next”.
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How your file should be formatted:

Click “Next”.
File will be imported:

After import you will see the results of your import:
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In cart you can doublecheck your import.
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3.1.1.4.2.

Import data by copy and paste

This method works well if you have an offline order form with multiple ship dates/locations (with
Copy/Paste method you don`t have to upload a separate import file for each shipment).
*Note: Remember that you’ll need to create as many shipment tabs in your order as there are on your
offline order form.
1) Select the import method “Copy/Paste”.
2) Select the order tab you want to add the products to.
3) Review and update the request date. This may impact the quantity available of the products being
imported or currently on the page.
4) Click “Next”.

1.

2.

3.
4.

On the next screen, you’ll be presented with a number of options for importing your file.
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Keep in mind that you will Copy & Paste your file manually in the FILE section instead of upload a file and
that you need to select a specific Shipment/Order tab if copying into a specific shipment.
1) Column Separator - This will usually be TAB. If your file has a different separator, select it here.
2) Columns – If you are using the “Copy/Paste” method there is no need for specifying.
3) Headers - Setting this to NO will cause Elastic to import all the lines of your data input. If your data
input has headers, as it does in the example, set this to YES so Elastic ignores the first line.
4) File – Paste your data copied from your offline order form. Click “Next”.
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1.

2.

3.
4.

Click “Next”, and your file will begin uploading.
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After import you will see the results of your import:

In cart you can doublecheck your import.
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Show me my…
3.1.2.1.
Custom Catalogs (currently not enabled)
Here you have access to your self-created catalogs.
Here You can also create a new custom catalog (click on “New Custom Catalog”).
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Then you can name your catalog individually and select a catalog which is the database for your personal
style selection.

3.1.2.2.

Print Jobs

When you create a PDF output for a Custom Catalog, Order, or Whiteboard, a print job is initiated on the
server and runs in the background.
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You can access print jobs by going to the “Get Started” menu in the dashboard and by selecting “Print
Jobs” under “Show Me My...” and you can access print jobs by going to the menu and select “Print Jobs”
from the dropdown as well.
Your PDF print jobs are divided into three categories: “Custom Catalog”, “Document”, and “Whiteboard”.
To view a particular PDF category, simply click on the tab you want to view.

Click on the grey arrow button to the right and your PDF will begin downloading.

Settings
3.1.3.1.
Account Settings
Here you can revise your user data.
“Account Settings” can be found by either clicking your name from the dashboard or from the “Get
Started” drop down. This menu allows you to change your “First Name”, “Last Name”, “Username”, “Email”, and “Password” for the logged in user account.
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After entering in the desired information select “Save Changes” for your changes to take effect, on successful entry you will receive a message that says “Successfully Updated!”. Below are some stipulations
to changes to keep in mind:
•
•
•

Username must be unique from other users
Password must be at least 8 characters in length
If unsuccessful you will see an error message, detailing what needs to be changed to submit the
changes to your account.

3.1.3.2.

Preferences

Preferences can be found by either clicking your name from the dashboard, from the “Get Started” drop
down, and from the Menu while in an order. This menu allows you to find “About”, “Price Type”, “View”,
and “Language” settings.
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3.1.3.2.1.

About
In the “About” tab you will find version numbers, link to www.elasticsuite.com, and copyright info.

3.1.3.2.2.

Price Type
In the “Price Type” tab you can select your preferred price type. “Wholesale” will show only wholesale
pricing and “Retail” will show only recommended retail pricing on items in your catalogs, “Both” will show
both wholesale and retail in your catalogs, and “None” will show no pricing in your catalogs.
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3.1.3.2.3.

View
In the “View” tab you will find options for your “Default View” and “Default Order Mode”.

Selecting your “Default View” will default to your selection when starting a standard order with “View
Catalog” defaulting to the view catalog screen and “Build Order” defaulting to the build order screen.

Selecting your “Default Order Mode” will default the order mode when creating an order to always have
either a standard order or a quick order.
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You will still have the option to switch on the create an order screen and in the order menu.

3.1.3.2.4.

Preferences
In the “Language” tab you will find all the different language types you can have the site translate to.
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3.1.3.3.

Log Out

Click here to log out from Elastic (one option).

Links
Here can be placed several links by the Elastic Admin.

4.

Create New Order

Select "New" from the Orders Widget on the dashboard to create a new job.

On the “Order page” (you will reach it by clicking “View All”) you can start creating an order as well.
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Select a Catalog from the ”New Order” screen. On top you will see three tabs (All, Standard Catalogs and
Custom Catalogs).

Once you select your catalog, it cannot be changed for your order. But you can always create a separate
order with a different catalog.
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You have two ordering options: Standard and Quick.
Standard
In general, Standard is used for Pre-Season orders, and may also be used for the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

View a catalog
Build an Order
Create multiple shipments
Create whiteboards
Enter quantities
Review orders
Submit orders

Quick
Quick is basically used for Replenishment orders, and may also be used for the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Search for product
Enter quantities
Create multiple shipments
Reviews orders
Submit orders

After selecting a catalog you want to place an order to, the “New Order Details” slider appears and allows
you to select between the “Standard” order style or the “Quick” order style, simply activate or deactivate
the button for your preferred order style (Quick or Standard). You can also set your default order style in
preferences.

Name – Your order name can be anything, including the default “New Order”, but we recommend giving
each order a unique name. Your order can be renamed at any time before it is placed.
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Customer (Reps Only) – Select a Customer from the dropdown list. It is important to note your customer
can not be changed once you create an order. To use a different customer, you'll have to create a new
order.
When clicking on “Create New Order” the order process will start.

4.1.

Build a Standard Order

The recommended workflow for Standard Orders is to build your entire order at the color level, then to
add individual quantities at the size level. To learn how to add styles and quantities at the same time,
check out the “Build a Quick Order” solution.
To build a Standard Order go to the “Orders” widget on the dashboard and select “Create New Order”/”New”. Then select your catalog you would like to place an order to.
After selecting a catalog you want to place an order to the “New Order Details” slider appears and allows
you to select between the “Standard” order style or the “Quick” order style, simply deactivate the button
for a Standard Order. You can also set your default order style in preferences.
Name your order and click “Create New Order”:

Next, you will automatically come to the “Build Order screen”, where you will build your order.

Build Order Screen
The Build Order screen is where you can select styles and colors for an assortment. An assortment can be
used to start an Order, Order Proposal, or a Merchandising Arrangement. The build order page is divided
into three sections: the Catalog Grid is where you'll be able to view / filter every style in the catalog. The
Filters pane is where you will find your filter options. The Assortment section is where your selected styles
and colors will appear.
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ASSORTMENT

FILTERS

CATALOG GRID

Build your order at the color level: select the styles and colors you wish to include by dragging them from
the Catalog Grid and dropping them into the Assortment.
Utilize the Filters to refine the results in the catalog. The search at the top can be used to search by any
attribute of the item including UPC, style name, and color. At the bottom there are several user specific
filters that can be used, “Rating” and “Has Notes”.
Near the top of the Assortment you can add shipments by selecting the plus next to your most recent
shipment tab, clicking on a shipment tab name will open several options for that shipment, these include
“Rename”, “Duplicate”, “Clear Quantities”, and “Delete”. Below your shipment tab you can change your
“Start Ship Date” (in the cart it is still changeable) for each shipment and select how your results are
filtered.
“Start ship date” depends on the availability of the products you're selecting, you may need to change
this date before submitting your order or select certain items in a different shipment.
To see more information to a style doubleclick on the style image either in the catalog grid or in your
assortment. It will open up a full summary page of the item with overview, technology, and availability of
the item. And you will see the colorways of the style as well. In the advanced view of the style you can
add a certain colorway (select color by clicking on the color image and then click the “Add to Cart” button)
or all variations of the style to the cart (click on the “Add All Variations” button).
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To add styles to Assortment you can also drag and drop from the Catalog Grid to the Assortment or simply
click on the product image of your preferred color and it will be added.

Holding the cursor above the (single) style image will show you information about its availability.
You can also add specific colors easily by clicking on the description of the product to expose a horizontal
list of all colors. From this list, you can click one by one to add a colorway, or you can choose the “add all”
button to add all variations instantly.
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To remove products:
•

•
•

Click on the product in your assortment you want to remove to select it and hit “Delete” on your
keyboard. It can always be added again from the Catalog Grid. You can select groups of items in
your assortment by clicking on the items you want to select while holding the SHIFT or CRTL button.
Drag and drop it out of the assortment "back into" the Catalog Grid.
You can also remove items from the shopping cart later.

Once you have built your order at the color level, you're ready to add quantities and check out. There are
two ways to select quantities:
1. click “Enter Quantities” along the top navigation
2. click on the cart button

Enter Quantities Screen
Once you have built your order at the color level, you're ready to add quantities and check out. There are
two ways to select quantities:
1. Clicking “Enter Quantities” along the top navigation:

This will take you to a vertical list of all of the colors in each of your shipments. Click on the different
shipment tabs to toggle between each shipment.
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Entering in an amount into a box will automatically total up on the right of the product. If you want to
delete an item from your order select the remove button.

You can also easily copy a size run throughout your order by using “Copy” and “Paste”. Simply click on
“Copy” to copy the quantities of a color, and then paste them for example to the color below. Or you can
click on the “Copy to All” button to transfer the size run to all styles in your cart (this only works for items
with the same size specifications; if an item does not have the selected sizes or if there is no availability
for a size, no quantity is transferred for this item or size).

After all quantities have been added in clicking the “Cart' button” in the top right will bring you to the
“Overview/Summary screen” where you can double check your quantities and again adjust them if necessary.
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2. Or you can directly click on the “Cart” button in the top-right corner of the page to be brought to the
“Cart Overview” screen where you can enter your size quantities.

A.

B.

A. By clicking on the pencil of a shipment, you will see all the items in that shipment, so you can edit
the quantities for all the items in that shipment.

B. To edit quantities for a specific item in the "Shopping Cart Overview", click on the pencil next to
the item.
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View Catalog Screen
This page works well as a presentation tool for showing the line to the buyer. In contrast to the "View a
catalog" function, the "View catalog" screen allows you to add products to the cart at both the style and
colorway level.

To enable the filter panel, select the Filter icon in the bottom left corner of the page, and a set of filters
will appear on the left side of the screen. Use the filter menu to view products by Gender, Rating, or
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Availability. The Keyword Search box can be used to find a specific item by entering the product name,
product number or UPC.

You can filter for products in several different ways, using the ”Search Products” field (product name, style
number, SKU, color code, etc.) or the given filter options:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Category
Product Group
Color
Gender
Rating
Has Notes
Date Available
Active or Dropped

Category filters
Across the bottom of the page, you'll notice a row of filters that are broken down by product category.
Each tab acts as a filter: select one to display only items from that particular section. De-select all of these
to display the entire catalog.

In the bottom left corner of the page, you'll notice a group of four buttons that give you options to display
the catalog in different ways:
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1.

2.

3.

4.

1. 8up
This option is great for seeing a number of styles at the same time to compare or to skim the catalog
quickly. Each style is displayed only once. To see if the style is also available in other colors, click on
the style image or its description.

To add a style, click on the style image or its description.1up view will open.
2. 3up
This view is the default option. This view is having larger images and more styles on a page. Here you
can see if the style is also available in other colors.
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To add a single style, click on the image of the style in the color you want to add and then on the “Add
to Cart button”.

If you click on “Quantity Entry” you can also add single styles to cart by entering size quantities.
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3. Rows
This view allows you to see more product details and individual colors for each style. Notice the color
names and codes appear underneath each product, which allows for easy image selection in this view.

To add a single style, click on its style image. If you want to add all variations of the style click on the
button “Add all Variations”. If you click on the style description 1up view will open.
4. 1up
This view gives you the most information about a given item. To get to the 1Up view, you can use the
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bottom navigation button or click on any style name in any other view (in the Cart Overview you will
automatically get to the 1up view as well if you want to edit size quantities).

To add a single style, click on its (small) style image to select it. Then click on the “Add to Cart” button. If
you want to add all variations of the style click on the button “Add all Variations”.
When building a standard order you will now see “add to shipment buttons” in the 3up- and 1up-view on
the view catalog tab.
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These buttons will appear for each shipment tab created in the build order screen. They will display the
shipment date of the tab hovering over the button will give the name of the tab.
By clicking on this button, you add the article to the corresponding shipment.

If an article is already in the shopping cart of a shipment, the buttons will be highlighted in colour (currently black). By clicking on the buttons with the black background, you can remove the item from the
shopping cart of the shipment.

Depending on availability the buttons will show which shipments the item is able to be placed in. If there
is a small warning triangle in the buttons, the selected item is not available due to the delivery date selected for the shipment (item is only available after the desired delivery date of the shipment).

4.2.

Build a Quick Order

To build a Quick Order go to the “Orders” widget on the dashboard and select “Create New Order”/”New”.
Select your catalog you would like to place an order to.
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After selecting a catalog you want to place an order to the “New Order Details” slider appears and allows
you to select between the “Standard” order style or the “Quick” order style, simply activate the button
for a Quick Order. You can also set your default order style in preferences.

Name your order and click “Create New Order”:
Once in the Quick Order path, you will be brought to a single-step Order Builder page. Here, you will not
see a top navigation like you would in the Standard Order path. Simply add your quantities to the cart and
click “Proceed to Checkout”.
On the left of the screen you will find the various filters that can be used to refine the results in the catalog.
The search at the top can be used to search by any attribute of the item including UPC, style name, and
color. At the bottom there are several user specific filters that can be used, “Rating” and “Has Notes”.

Keyword Search

Filters

Search Results

Near the top you can add shipments by selecting the plus next to your most recent shipment tab.
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Clicking on the 3 dots on a shipment tab will open several options for that shipment, these include “Rename”, “Duplicate”, “Clear Quantities”, and “Delete”.

Below your shipment tab you can change your “Start Ship Date” (in the cart it is still changeable) for each
shipment and select how your results are filtered.

Below your shipment tabs you have your results from the filters you had selected on the left. This is where
quantities can be added by entering your amounts into the boxes. The boxes will display the inventory
levels of each product/style, green indicating a large amount of stock, yellow indicating low levels of stock,
and red indicating no stock.
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For adding a style to cart you have two options.
1. You can click the “Add to Cart” button without entering any sizes.
2. Or style will be automatically added to cart by entering size quantities.
Hovering over an items picture will display magnifying glass.

The magnifying glass will give you an enlarged look at the picture of the item.

If you click on “More Details” a full summary page (1up view) of the item will open up that includes 3 tabs
(overview, technology, and availability) that give you more information to the item. And you will see the
colorways of the style as well. In the advanced view of the style you can add a certain colorway (select
color by clicking on the color image and then click the “Add to Cart” button) or all variations of the style
to the cart (click on the “Add All Variations” button).
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The availability button will give you a table with additional information on future availability for the product (only in the preorder catalog).

The “Add to cart” button will turn into “Remove” button if you add the style to the cart. Clicking on the
“Remove” button will remove the style from cart(in the cart you can remove styles as well).
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Once all your quantities have been entered selecting the “Cart” button in the top right or the “Proceed to
Checkout” button downright. It will bring you to the Cart Overview screen where your quantities can be
double checked and changed.

4.3.

Availability

You cannot order more units than are available on a given delivery date (in the preorder catalogue you
can access future availability by adjusting the delivery date of your order to the corresponding availability
date of the item). Each size has a colored field that shows the current availability. 99+ means that there
are currently 99 or more units available. The stock is updated soon when the order is placed.
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Red – There are no units available on your current request date
Yellow – There are between twenty and one units available on your current request date.
Green – There are more than 20 units available on your current request date.
If you use the Quick Order Entry, the easiest way to check the future availability of an item (in the Preorder
Catalog) is to click on the "Not available until XXX" button.
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If you use Standard Order Entry, hover the cursor over the corresponding article image (either in the
assortment or catalog grid).

Reorder catalog: Here the current free available stock quantity is displayed.
Preorder Catalog: Here the free available quantity for the desired delivery date is displayed. Only if you
adjust your desired delivery date to the future availability date of the corresponding article, you can access
the future availability of the article.
Tip: If you want to order items with an earlier availability date and want them to be delivered correspondingly earlier, it is best to create several shipments with different delivery dates in order to enter all the
items in one order. You can of course also create a separate order.
Example:
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In the example above, you will notice that for article 10739 in color 15700, there is no availability for the
desired delivery date (6/1/20). However, if you take a look at the future availability, you will see that the
item will be available on the 7/1/20. So you can order this article by adjusting the desired "delivery date"
to the availability date of the article (here the 01.07.20 or later). After this has been done, you can enter
your desired order quantities for this article.

4.4.

Multiple Shipments

Near the top of the Assortment you can add shipments by selecting the plus next to your most recent
shipment tab, clicking on a shipment tab name will open several options for that shipment, these include
“Rename”, “Duplicate”, “Clear Quantities”, and “Delete”. Below your shipment tab you can change your
“Start Ship Date” (in the cart it is still changeable) for each shipment and select how your results are filtered.

You can add another shipment to your order easily by clicking on the "+" button in the Build Order or
Enter Quantities pages.
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Multiple shipments allow you to place a single order with different ship dates or to different store locations. You can also duplicate Shipments and drag and drop items across different shipments.
You can copy your order for multiple locations, or for multiple shipment dates, in just a few clicks using
Elastic. You'll start by creating an assortment on the Build Order view and then copy that assortment for
any number of locations or ship dates you need.
1. In the Build Order view, create an assortment by adding the styles and colors you would like to have
broken into multiple shipments.
2. Click the “Shipment 1” tab menu button.
3. A menu will appear that has 'Rename / Duplicate / Clear Quantities / Delete' as options.
4. Select “Duplicate”.
5. This will create an exact copy of your order in a new tab. You can modify the copy however you'd like
by adding/subtracting additional colors and quantities or you can choose to leave the copy as is.
6. Click on the tabs again to rename each tab (“Shipment 1”, “Shipment 2”, “October Buy, or “November”, etc.)
7. Select a date from the “Start Ship Date” calendar for each shipment of your order.
8. To add quantities to each Shipment, click on the “Enter Quantities” button in the top navigation, or
the “Cart” button.
9. Select the shipment that you want to add quantities to by clicking on the tab at the top of the page.
10. To copy a size run to another shipment, click the copy button of the style. Then click on the shipment
you'd like to copy that size run to, and click the paste button of the style you want to transfer the size
run.
The Overview page can be used to view the styles, colors, and quantities you're ordering across each
shipment. You can make edits to your order by clicking on the pencil icon either next to a particular item.
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4.5.

Revise order not placed yet

Select your prepared order from “Orders” widget on the dashboard.

Or you can select your prepared order on the “Order page” (you will reach it by clicking “View All” on the
“Orders”-widget).
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To revise an order hasn´t been placed already (state = “Draft”) click on the name of it. You will get to the
cart automatically.
If availability of a style in your order has changed since you created it you will see following notice:

In the cart you can change size quantities or delete single styles.
For adding new styles you have 2 options:
1. Adding styles by standard order entry
2. Adding styles by quick order entry
To add styles by standard order entry click on the “Build Order” button (A.) top left or on the “Back” button
(A.) down right.
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A.

B.
If you click “Back” you will automatically get to the “Build Order Screen” of the Standard Order:

To add styles by quick order entry click on “Menu” top right and select “Quick Order Entry”.
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Quick order view will open:

Please note:
You can always switch between standard and quick order entry while processing an order. For switching
from “Standard Order entry” to “Quick Order entry” and vice versa click on “Menu” and select your preferred order entry method.
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4.6.

Placing an Order on iPad

Elastic on iPad works in best in the native version of Safari or Google Chrome and is optimized for digital
catalog viewing and order placement. The “View Catalog” and “Enter Quantities” pages in a standard order flow work best on iPad.
We do not recommend using the assortment building or merchandizing (Whiteboard) tools on iPad at this
time.
A. In the dashboard, on the Orders widget, click ‘Create New Order’
1.
2.
3.
4.

Enter an order name in the ‘Name' field
If you’re a rep, you can select a customer from the ‘Customer' drop-down
Select a catalog from the ‘Catalog’ drop-down
Click ‘Create’

B. In the View Catalog page, select the styles and colors you want to Order
1. Tap on the items you want to order in 'Catalog View' to add them to any of your shipments.
2. Use the filter button in the bottom right to search for specific products.
3. You can create second and third shipments in your order by clicking on the + button in the 'Enter
Quantites' page.

C. Add Sizes and Quantities
1. Tap on the entry field of the size you want to order
2. When the keyboard displays (if not using a peripheral keyboard) type in the quantity you want to
order for that size.
3. To enter consecutive quantities, click the keyboard's down arrow in the upper-right corner to tab
to the next quantity (if using a peripheral keyboard use the tab key).

D. 4. Click 'Cart' and Submit
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Review your order in the summary page
Click 'Proceed to Checkout' at the bottom of the page.
Select a shipping address from the drop-down and enter a PO# for each shipment
Click 'Place your order' at the bottom of the page.
Accept Terms & Conditions.
Click Submit on the confirmation order and dlick 'Okay' on the Order Submission modal there you'll be returned to the dashboard.
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4.7.

Enhanced Customer Search

The enhanced customer search is a feature that adds an enhanced customer search function to the “Create New Order Screen”. This function will only appear for "Reps" that have an option to select different
customers.
To begin after entering the “Create New Order Screen” select “Search” next to Customer. This will open
the new enhanced customer search function.

In the enhanced customer search you will be presented with options to search by customer name, customer location, and the full list of customers beneath. Entering in identifiers in either and selecting the
“Search for Customers” button will refine your results in the bottom with any customers that identify with
your entry.
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In the example above, we searched by “Seattle”. This removed the entry that does not have “Seattle” in
the location and left the entry that does. To select an entry simply click on the customer you want in the
results.

5.
5.1.

Order functions
Filters

There are a number of ways a user can filter products. For Standard Orders Filters are categorized by
General Filters and by Tag Filters.
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For Quick Orders there is no differentiation between “General” and “Tag” Filters. All filters are available
by exception of price filter.

General Filters
The Keyword Search allows users to type in a product name, part number, or item type (e.g., gloves). You
can also filter by color, gender, rating, availability, custom catalog, or notes you’ve made. At any time, you
can reset the general filters by selecting the 'Reset' button in the top right corner of the filter pane.
Tag Filters
These are expandable lists of product tags that will update with the amount based on the results returned.
They can be used in conjunction with General Filters to narrow down to specific types of products. You
can filter by category, color, gender, and product group.
All set filters appear at the top of the catalog grid.
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You can reset both General and Tag Filters, by selecting the “Reset Filters” link in General Filters.

For Standard Order Entries there is also a feature at the top of the filters pane that will allow you to add
all of your filtered results to your order instantly.
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Add Filtered Results
Clicking on the “Add All Results” link in the catalog grid will open the “Add Query Results” feature. This
allows you to add everything you’re currently filtering for in one click. You can add an entire collection or
all of your best sellers in a matter of seconds.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Filter for your styles
Select the “Add All Results” link
The “Add Query Results” pane will open, letting you know how many items you’ll be added to the cart
Click Next to automatically add everything to your cart
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5.2.

Order Menu

You can save your order, create a new order, export your order PDFs, (and much more,) from the MENU
in the top-right corner of the order builder:
New Order

Exit the current order and Create a New Order. You will be given the
option to save the current order if you have any unsaved changes

Save

Saves your order to the cloud

Save As

Saves a new copy of your order

Duplicate and Share
(Only for Sales Reps)
Share with Dealer (Only
for Sales Reps)
Download To Desktop

Share your order with selected customers/users (Only for Sales
Reps)
Share your order with all your assigned customers simultaneously

Export PDF

Generate a PDF of your order that can be downloaded in 'Print Jobs'

Export XLSX

Export your order as an Excel Sheet

Backup Order

Creates a local backup of your order that you can send to Elastic
Support for recovery. Recommended if you lose connection to the
internet and are unable to save

Downloads a .els file that can be re-uploaded into Elastic
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Import a File

Import an EOF or CSV file into Elastic

Barcode Scanning

Not enabled

Whiteboard

Create a new Whiteboard with your current order

Apply Discounts

Not enabled

Undo

Undo Previous Action

Redo

Redo Previous Action

Orders

Custom Catalogs

Exit the order and open a list of your saved Draft and Submitted orders.
Exit the order and open the Print Jobs view. This is where all of the
PDFs you generate in Elastic will be available to download
Exit the order and open a list of your Custom Catalogs

Rename Order

Change the name of your order

Account Settings

Change your username, Password, or email here

Quick Order Entry

Change from Standard Order to Quick Order (view)

Full-Screen Mode

The Elastic tool will fill your entire screen. Recommended when creating preseason orders and Whiteboards

Preferences

Change price displays and Language

Support

Links to the Elastic Support Homepage

Close

Exit the Order and go back to the Dashboard. You will be given the
option to save the current order if you have any unsaved changes

Print Jobs

Share with Dealer (only for Sales Reps)
The ”Share with Dealer” feature is a great way to work collaboratively with all your assigned customers
on Elastic. Sharing with a dealer allows that Dealers to login, see the order that you've shared with them,
make edits to the order, and even submit the order. Dealers will receive an email confirmation when an
order is shared with them.
“Share with Dealer” can be accessed while in an order from the menu or you can open the “Orders
Widget” and select the Dealer Sharing icon that will appear to the right of your orders.
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You will be asked for confirmation before sharing.

Note that sharing is only available on orders in “draft” state. Once an order is submitted, it can't be shared
(although it is possible to create PDF and XLSX reports of the submitted order).
Once shared reloading the dashboard (or Orders page) will show this order has been shared with a link
share symbol.
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Notes:
•
•
•

Notifications will only go to dealers with registered users.
Only draft orders can be shared.
PDF and XLSX reports of submitted orders can be created and sent to dealers / reps.

Print an order
To print an order, open the order you want to print by clicking on it in the “Orders” widget.
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Click on the Menu drop-down button in the top-right corner and select “Export PDF”.

This will open the “Export Options” window.
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This will present a screen that allows you to select what layouts should be included in your order PDF. You
can choose as many or as few of the below options as you'd like. The PDF that you generate this way can
be downloaded from the Print Jobs page.
Covers (currently not enabled) –A branded front and back cover will be included in the PDF when selected. You can Export any order that you have created or placed using Elastic as a PDF.
Catalog Layout – These options are for including a layout like the printed workbook or custom catalog. By
selecting ‘Include’ you are requesting this layout. You can also choose the sequence for which these items
layout (“Sort” in catalog order, or in the order of your cart.) You can also choose to have all of the colorways displayed for the styles in your order, or only the ones in your cart.
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Grid Layout – Selecting this option will include a grid layout of the styles in your order.

Table Layout – Displays a spreadsheet style layout with rows for every colorway and columns that include
units, sizes, and prices for each color in your order.
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Summary – Includes a summary section at the end of the output, broken down by gender and category,
showing total units, %, and price of the order.

Availability – Gives you an overview on current availability of the style in your printed order.
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Print Options
Signature Page – Selecting this allows you to add a signature page to the output.

Price – Choose between showing Retail / Wholesale / Both / or New prices throughout.
Double Sided – This allows for the support of printing of a sheet of paper on both sides.
E-mail me when complete – You will receive an email notification when the PDF has been generated (this
usually takes a few minutes, but can take longer depending on the amount of traffic and the size of your
order.)
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Paper Size – Offers options for A4 (for Europe) and Letter print sizes.
Click “Export PDF” - a message will appear confirming the creation of your print job.

Go back to the menu and click “Print Jobs”.

Print Jobs Page will open.

Your print jobs view will open - select the “Order” tab to view all of your generated order PDFs.
Click on the download arrow button to the right to download the PDF to your desktop.
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Download order to desktop
A great way to save, backup or share an order with Elastic is the “Download To Desktop” feature that is
provided through the “Order Menu”. This will create a .ELS file that can only be opened in the Elastic
software. Not only does this create a backup of your order but will also include any whiteboards created.
Below are the steps to create this file and how to upload it back into the software.
Creating .ELS File
Create or open an order which can include quantities and whiteboards.
Select Menu in the top right and select the “Download to Desktop” option.
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This will open a Save to dialog box where you can select where to save the file.
Opening .ELS File

From the Dashboard select “View All” from the “Orders Widget”.
Select the “Open From Desktop” tab.

Select the “Browse” button that appears and select an .ELS file from where it is stored.

The Elastic software will process the file and then open in a new order.
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If the availability of an item in your order has changed (reduced) since its creation, you will receive the
following message:

Additional Notes:
•
•
•

If order is shared with another user they must have the product and catalog permissions to open
the order the order was created in.
Retains style, quantities, and whiteboard from order saved.
Will save the order before downloading.

Export XLSX
XLSX files, Electronic order forms, and Excel spreadsheets can be seamlessly integrated with Elastic. There
are several reasons why you might want to use the Export XLSX feature:
•
•
•
•

I need a list of the UPCs / Quantities in my order to enter into my store POS system.
I want to send my buyer or Rep a copy of an order that can be viewed in Excel.
I want to use a spreadsheet as an order form that can be uploaded back into Elastic.
I want a full offline list of an entire catalog.

5.2.4.1.

Export an Order

To Export an order as an XLSX file, open the order you want to export and select the menu drop-down in
the top-right corner. You will see the option to “Export XLSX”:
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Make sure “Order Only” is selected. The “UPC & Quantity” option will generate a file with only two columns - the UPCs in your order, and the number of quantities selected for each of those UPCs. “All Product
Data” will include style numbers, SKUs, prices, and color names - all of the relevant product data for the
products in your order.

An only UPC & Quantity XLSX will look something like this when viewed in Excel, (these can also be viewed
in a regular text editor).
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5.2.4.2.

Export an entire Catalog

You can export an entire catalog XLSX to use as a reference or order form by either creating a new order
or opening an existing order. Again, open the export feature by going to menu --> Export XLSX. This time,
make sure “Entire Catalog” and “All Product Data” are selected.

The generated file will look something like this when opened in a spreadsheet application:
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If you plan on importing your file back into Elastic, take special care to note which columns the UPCs and
quantities are in. In the above example, UPC data is in column 7, quantities are in column 11.

Drag & Drop Products/Quantities
On the Standard-Build Order screen and the Checkout Overview screen you can easily drag and drop items
between shipments, to quickly move or separate your orders. Shipments can also be duplicated to several
new shipment tabs.

5.2.5.1.

Standard-Build Order

Products can be dragged and dropped between shipments on the build order screen. If you have an item
in “Shipment 1” and want to move it to “Shipment 2” instead of removing the item and adding it back on
the correct shipment, dragging the product to the “Shipment 2” tab will remove it from “Shipment 1” and
you will see it now in “Shipment 2”. You will see a Green text box with “Cart Item” for acceptable places
to drop.

5.2.5.2.

Checkout - Overview Page

Quantities can be dragged and dropped between shipments in the Overview screen during the checkout
process.
In this example you will see that this order was built with all the quantities showing in shipment 1. Maybe
you need all these items but do not need them shipped until a later date. Instead of updating the amount
in each shipment you can drag your amounts into any of the other columns to move them to a new shipment. Your shipment totals will update with your changes.
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You can see below by dragging and dropping we were able to move the units to new shipments. While
dragging you will notice green highlights delegating an accepted space to drop the units.

If you put a style to a shipment with another “Start Ship date” (previous date) maybe there is no availability of that style. The following pop-up will appear:
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In this example Style 159259 was dragged and dropped from Shipment 1 (7/8/2020) to Shipment 4
(6/1/2020) and there is no availability for that style at this date. The order quantity was reduced from 1
to 0 automatically.

6.

Cart

After all quantities have been added in selecting the 'Cart' button in the top right:

will bring you to the Overview/Summary screen where you can double check your quantities and again
adjust them if necessary.
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6.1.

Cart-Overview

The Overview/Summary screen is the first page you will be brought to after selecting to go to your cart.
This screen can be used to get a full look at your order, make changes to quantities, and get detailed
information about your order. By default you will start at the Overview screen, to switch to the summary
screen select the 'Summary' button in the top right.
The “Overview” screen is a detailed look at each of your shipments which are organized by column and
style in your order displaying in rows. At the end of your shipments there is a total that shows the total
amount of each item combined from your shipments. The very last row will display the overall total of
each delivery and order total. At the very bottom of the page you will see the order total. This is the last
screen to double check your orders items and quantities before being submitted.

The Overview page can be used to view the styles, colors, and quantities you're ordering across each
shipment. You can make edits to your order by clicking on the pencil icon either next to a particular item,
or next to a shipment tab at the top of the page.
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Clicking on the pencil icon next to a particular item will open “Edit Quantities” window:

Clicking the pencil icon next to a shipment tab will bring you back to the “Enter Quantity” screen to make
changes to your shipment.

In the cart overview quantities can also be dragged and dropped between shipments if you want to move
items from one delivery to another (it might have impact on availability if you choose different start ship
dates for your shipments - there will be an error message as soon as there are changes regarding the
availability).
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In the top left you can change the order that your shipments display.

Catalog Order – Sorts the products by the order they are shown in the catalog
Manual Sort – Sorts the products by how they are ordered in your “Build Order” screen
Name Order – Sorts the products alphabetically by name
Price Order – Sorts the products by price low to high
Number Order – Sorts the products by style number low to high

6.2.

Shipments

You can add shipments by selecting the plus next to your most recent shipment tab, clicking on the 3 dots
on a shipment tab will open several options for that shipment, these include ”Rename”, “Duplicate”,
“Clear Quantities”, and “Delete”. Below your shipment tab you can change your “Start Ship Date” for each
shipment and select how your results are filtered.
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1. In Cart Overview you can see what you're ordering for each of your shipments.
2. When you're ready to place your order, go to the “Proceed to Checkout” page and do the following:
i. Add the shipping addresses to each shipment - these can be different if you're shipping to multiple locations.
ii. Double check the request dates for each shipment.
iii. Enter a PO# for each shipment (not mandatory).
3. You can use the “Copy Next” or “Copy All” buttons to copy the shipping address and request date into
to the next shipment (this does not copy the contents of the shipment - just the shipping info).
4. Click “Place Order” when all of the required fields are filled. A confirmation window will appear before
your order is actually placed.

6.3.

Cart-Summary

While in your Cart, you'll see the “Summary” button in the top right corner of the page:

The Summary page can be used to gather data and statistics for the items on each order. You can rearrange the summary column tags to change the way your review table displays. For example, if you want
to break your order down by gender, you can select gender from the summary column drop-down and
drag the tag to the far left.

Using the top tabs the shipments can be analyzed as a whole or separately.
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6.4.

Checkout Screen

The final screen you will be brought to when creating an order before submitting is the “Checkout” screen.
On this screen you will be able to check for each shipment, billing address, shipping address, ship date,
and PO #.
Keep in mind that once your order is placed, it will become “locked” and no longer editable. Please
contact your Odlo Sales Rep or the Odlo customer service for any changes that need to be made.

Sold to Address
At the top of the page you will see your invoice address This address is linked to your customer master
data. If it is incorrect, please contact us to get it updated.
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Shipping Information

3.

4.

5.
1.

2.

1. Delete Shipment
This button will delete the selected shipment from the order.
2. Copy Next/Copy to All
Utilize these features to duplicate the shipping address, request dates, and PO# to the next or all
shipments in this order. You do not need these buttons for orders with one single shipment. Using
this feature will not copy products or units from one shipment to another.
3. Shipping Address
Using this drop-down you can select any shipping address's that are linked to your account for each
shipment. The dispatch of goods takes place to the selected “Shipping Address”. Elastic accesses to
the customer master data in our ERP system. So you can only choose between the addresses deposited in our ERP system. If an address needs to be added or updated, please contact us.
4. Start Ship Date
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You can view and edit your requested delivery date for each shipment in your order here. Keep in
mind that changing this date may change the products / units you order (Preorder catalog)! You can
always view current / future availability by hovering over a product image (Standard order entry). The
“Start Ship Date” is your requested delivery date. With a “Start Ship Date” in the future you can determine that the delivery does not start promptly but later.
5. PO #
A text field where the user can specify a unique purchase order number. It can contain letters and
numbers. The purchase number is optional. It will be transferred to Odlo`s ERP system but it will not
influence delivery note or invoice number of Odlo.
Submit Your Order
Clicking the “Place Order” button on the bottom right corner of the page will send the order file directly
to our ERP system.

To be eligible for submission, an order must have the following:
1. A valid billing and shipping address
2. A valid Request / Start Ship date
3. At least one unit.

6.5.

Order Submission
Terms and conditions

Clicking on the “Place Order” button will open the following pop-up window:
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Submitting
Accepting Terms and Conditions will open next pop-up window:

Clicking “Submit” button will start submitting process.

Submission
A new window will pop up when submission is complete:

Order Confirmation
An automatically generated order confirmation is sent to the e-mail in the customer master data.
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Keep in mind that once your order is placed, it will become 'locked' and is no longer editable. Please contact your Odlo Sales Rep or the Odlo customer service for any changes that need to be made.

7.

Additional Information

You can also find further information on the homepage of Elastic:

7.1.

Elastic Knowledge base

http://en.support.elasticsuite.com/support/home

7.2.

Elastic Video Libary

http://en.support.elasticsuite.com/support/solutions/articles/5000857173-video-library
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